Pair to a Two-Way Radio With Built-In Bluetooth:
Press & hold the power button (MBF) on the Nighthawk until LED flashes Blue/Red then release. Then press quick the large PTT button (MBF) on the Nighthawk until LED flashes Blue/Red then release. Move your radio in Bluetooth mode on your phone. Look for the word Nighthawk, tap on it. Paring is complete.

Answer & Hang Up a Smartphone Call:
Press the short press button (MBF) to answer the call. To hang up press the power button (MBF) to hang up.

Smartphone Music Controller:
Short-press PTT button to Play/ Pause music. Short-press + to advance track and short-press - to reverse track.

Charging:
Low Battery Indicator: Multiple Beeps. Another indicator of a low battery may be when a fuss sound is coming through the earpiece.

To Charge:
Power the Nighthawk with cable to Nighthawk USB port. Connect the opposite end to your computer or wall charger. A flashing red light will appear. Light will turn SOLID RED once the unit is fully charged.

Charge time: 3-4 hours.

Please visit www.earphoneconnect.com to view video tutorials.
Nighthawk Performance Tips

Reducing white/static noise: Reduce the volume on the Nighthawk unit & increase the volume on the radio. This will reduce white noise.

Reducing background noise: The Nighthawk microphone is very sensitive. Wear the Nighthawk inside a garment or under a jacket. This will shield external elements.

Volume Controls Button:
- To select the volume range from the microphone, after connecting the wire from the jack, wrap the cable through the microphone clip then attach to the garment.

Earphone Installation:
- To secure the earphone from the separate microphone, after connecting the wires, wrap the wire through the microphone clip then attach to the garment.

Lanyard Usage:
- Wearing the lanyard will prevent the Nighthawk from coming off the body. First, pass the lanyard through the microphone clip. Pull on it to make sure the fit is snug. Then clip the clasp through the button hole.

Microphone Sensitivity:
- Microphone Sensitivity helps to balance the volume and reduce white noise. Screw in to increase sensitivity or reduce white noise. Screw out to decrease sensitivity or increase white noise.

LED Indication:
- On: blue, then no LED after 15 seconds
- Off: Red flashes
- Idle: No LED
- Pairing: Red, blue fast flash
- Pairing complete: Solid blue momentarily
- PTT pressed: No LED
- PTT released: No LED
- Charging: Red Flash
- Fully Charged: Solid Red
- Battery low: Red, slow flash

Nighthawk automatically times out the LED to avoid any LED glow at night.